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This article is for a large part a summary of a lecture at a symposium held at the Universities of Assisi and Perugia in 2013 1 . This research followed a previous publication for a symposium at the University of Pavia on an almost unknown aspect of the French Resistance, the clandestine founding in occupied Lyons of the French Committee for the European Federation (CFFE) 2 , and it will be followed by a more specific research connected with the Gaullist "Free France" related press or other French publications published in exile or out of the metropolitan territory during WWII. What are the conditions or the reasons for the beginning of the French Resistance and the progressive affirmation of a clandestine press? Why is the Resistance far from spontaneous movement after the lightning victory of Germany in June 1940 and why does it appear first in the North where the Nazi occupation induces a first form of "patriotic" opposition while it is rather late coming in the South-zone where the army of occupation is less present and where the majority of the population seems to be satisfied, until the autumn of 1941 with the apparent autonomy of the Maréchal Petain's regime?
The context between the two wars. The National Assembly at Vichy gives Petain the full powers on July 10 th , 1940, 569 votes for 80 against, to institute a new constitution and realize a "National Revolution" that the German historian, Walter Lipgens, specialist of European integration, describes as "principally inspired by the ideas of the antirepublican French milieux before the war with marked tendencies towards authoritarianism and antisemitism" 3 . He stresses that French society was much divided between the two wars, he recalls the proposals from the right-center of Aristide Briand to create the conditions of a real European entente going as far as a project of federal union and established that the socialist left led by Léon Blum had an analogous inspiration. He denounces that at the extremes the radical right often refused any action against Hitler, and on the other hand the communist party (PC) outlawed since the signing of the Germano-Sovietic Pact presented the future war as an"enterprise of capitalist brigands"to share the territories and profits, with the risk of a massacre between the popular classes. Lipgens, then, adds that a certain number of intellectuals, sometimes connected with the Christian Personalism (for example the Catholic writer Jacques Maritain, the Director of the Revue Esprit, Emmanuel Mounier, the Swiss writer Denis de Rougemont, the nonconformist Alexandre Marc …) considered before 1940 that the causes of the new war were due to the errors and severity of the Versailles Peace Treaty of 1919 and the later weaknesses of the Society of Nations, not universal and unable to have its decisions applied and respected.These authors proposed as "objectives of war" the future creation of European governmental institutions able to take decisions and if necessary to enforce them without the agreement of the national governments: the United States of Europe being seen as only competent in particular for defense and foreign policy. Blum, himself, in the socialist daily The Populaire of October 14 th 1939 published an article in which he made clear "the aims of war"which will remain those of the socialists. "We always back this way to the same formula, the same conclusion: the independence of the nations within a federated and disarmed Europe. Such are our 'aims of war', and it means that such are for us the conditions of the peace". But other intellectuals, for example Albert Camus and his friend Pascal Pia, take their own position from Algiers in 1939, for federal solutions; they were close to "libertaires" and pacifist milieux, both are going to become members of the Combat movement and will be among the founders of the CFFE.
These antecedents allow us to touch with one finger the basic and central themes of the proEuropean articles of the clandestine press and of the immigrated French press... and even indeed the positions of a number of exiled authors. He also explains that all the Movements were not structured around a newspaper. Some groups preferred editing only tracts, brochures or short pamphlets and sometimes simple internal bulletins or circulars. He underlines that it is but progressively that new titles will be added to the simple press of the early days: "Their circulation will be more limited but the political range will be greater; other publications, thicker and better written because written more carefully, are consecrated to the preparation of the future; they include detailed studies on the situation of pre-war France and on the problems of the present. These subjects are evoked mostly to situate and back up their points of view on the future. Such are... Les Cahiers de libération, La Revue libre, Les Lettres Françaises. Thanks to these political reviews one passed from the doctrine built up for the liberation of France to programs for its future Renovation.
It is only from the autumn of 1941 that significant clandestine groups appeared and Lipgens reminds us that before there had been "except in Alsace, three or four tracts or pamphlet with little influence published by a few isolated men and often immediately confiscated by the French police". Lipgens is also, and it is worth mentioning, the first European historian who stressed the importance for the non-communist Resistance of the debate on the future peace, and the place of Germany. Though in 1941-42 many French men would think of Europe as an idea monopolized by the Nazi type collaborationists, even though the Hitlerian "New Order" was only a perversion of the ideal of European unity, Lipgens could write that "Combat, the biggest and stronger group of Resistance in the South non-occupied zone before 1942, had inscribed the European idea in its program even before 1942, together with the group at Toulouse Libérer et Fédérer". However, it was as early as June 1940 that some groups timidly included the European dimension in their reflection. We may give some examples. The "Front ouvrier international contre la guerre" (International Workers Front against War) distributed by tracts a call to"German Workers and Soldiers" in their own language, reminding them of the proletarian solidarity and asking them to go back home; the FOI, a left wing socialist movement, had been founded in 1938 by the British Independent Labour Party, the Italian Maximalist Socialist Party, the French "Parti socialiste ouvrier et paysan" (PSOP, Workers and Farmers Socialist Party), a scission of the socialist Section Française de l'Internationale Ouvrière (SFIO, French Section of the Worker's International) led by Marceau Pivert and other small groups, mostly based in Europe. In October 1940, some members of the North-ofFrance SFIO Federation founded"L'Homme libre"(The Free Man,"Bulletin of working class information"); as early as November they wrote: "Peace cannot last only by the United States of Europe freed from the chauvinism of a minority of the rich and wealthy". The same month, Lipgens quotes the first copy of another bulletin, Pantagruel, published by the Alsatian Raymond Deiss, who writes that"the enemy is not the German people but Nazism, Racism, the attacks against the Jews, the Churches and the Rights of man; (…) on the day of victory, France will have to be the first to hold out her hand to the Germans". Notre Combat and finally Libertés, and it would become a weekly after the Liberation. Rimbert wrote a manifesto "Our Position" in October 1940, of which I will quote the last lines: "Liberty of the peoples to dispose of themselves,… to take advantage of the social crisis provoked by the present war, to overthrow the capitalist regime, to take over the power and collectivize the means of production, to insure the peace forever by the abolition of frontiers and the constitution of a Federation of free peoples". Even before the creation of the MNR and Notre Révolution, a meeting of some of their future leaders took place at the end of 1940 at Toulouse. Victor Fay, a friend of Rimbert and Ferrat, remembers in his Memoirs:"I arrive at Toulouse where I am to meet my comrades of Que faire? (…) around Zacsas (…) and André Hauriou, a law-teacher, we are all together to react against the climate of dejection and rallying to Pétain"; he says that a "small movement has been agreed on, Libérer et Fédérer around Gilbert Zacsas, Rimbert, Pierre Lochac and Rous to be established in Paris, Lyons and Toulouse. Its objective was to give the Resistance a revolutionary purpose leading at the same time to the liberation of the country, the renovation of the institutions and preventing the reconstitution of the days before the defeat". As far as the socialist SFIO is concerned, at the end of 1941 Socialisme et liberté is published monthly in the North-Zone; progressively in close contact with Blum, who was in prison, and under the responsibility of Daniel Mayer, the socialists will be restructured within the Comité d'Action Socialiste (CAS) in the North Zone, then in the South-zone from May 1942, they will express themselves in Le Populaire which is re-edited.
Having presented this framework, I am short of space to quote from this point extracts that the interested reader will be able to find very soon on the site of the Presse Federaliste (www. pressefederaliste.eu) or in the Acts published by Peter Lang with short commentaries. We may write that these few texts come from some fifteen clandestine reviews and papers on different groups in both zones, but do not constitute an exhaustive anthology. 
